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3500 kilometers, 136 different types of beer, 32 micro breweries,
10 pro:vinces, 46 days, 3 friends + 1 economy car

,

In the su;mer months of 2007 three friends set off to see Canada. The trip plan was simple - visit friends, see
Canada, dnnk beer: This column will serve to chronicle the adventures of these ardent explorers.,
~

Jamie, Joy and Jason are the adventurers through whose eyes you will see this beerlogue. The three of us left our
home town of Calgary on July lst, 2007 and drove east until mid August when we hit th~ rocky shoFes of
Newfoundland. In each province we stayed with friends and.stFangers, attended festivals and tourist attractions,
interviewed brew masters and drank their beer. Each province came with its own eclectic chal'acters, its own
adventures and its own unique taste of beer. Through the words of this column we hope

.

travel imagination and ignite your taste buds. Continued on Page 4
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Announcements

We had a crowd of 28 for the first Wednesday in
March at the Wild Rose Brewery. Ten new
members signed up and membership cards were
handed out. We also hope to have more news
soon on other new discounts for card carrying
club members.
First up was a tasting of the Top Seven of the
Club Competition beers, in essence the Second
Round. With such a large crowd, we just opened
the seven bottles as the tasters filed by sampling
as they went. Each person could have two votes,
but it never came to a second vote. The show of
hands determined that the Club Favourite was
overwhelmingly Waseem Chaudhary's Harvest
Spice Ale. Waseem also took Second Place in the
main Club Competition. Congratulations
Waseem! Tom Hopkins came in Third with an
American IPA and Michael Nazarec took home
the Gold Medal with his Belgian Strong St.
Fezztus Abbey Ale.
Runners up were as follows:
4th David Gummer, American Brown
5th Jarret Hoebers, Raspberry Stout
6th Dean Royer, Chocolate Stout
7th Jake Huzel, Sweet Stout
There were 13 entries in all, judged on Feb.
23rd, 2008 at the Wild Rose Brewery.
Our Competition judges were:
Brian Read, Don Tse, David Neilly and Manabu
Komoda. Each pair of judges tasted and scored 6
or 7 beers in Round One. The top three scores
from each pair (plus one) went on to Round Two.
All four judges retasted and determined the
ranking for the Top Seven beers in Round Two.
Competition Stewards were: Michael Nazarec,
Darren Bender and Cory Clayton. Thank you to
one and all.
We would also like to thank our sponsor
WILD ROSE for hosting the judging and
supplying the great prizes for our winners.

Then came the

PORTmS...
We began with Spy Porter (5%) from Tree Brewing
in Kelowna. An English style brown porter, a bittersweet
balance ofroasted malts, a touch of chocolate, though a bit
thin for a true porter. Still, an easy drinking beer, creamy
and full bodied.
The winner ofthe Best Domestic Ale at Calgary's 2007
Beer Fest was next - London Porter (5.2%) from
Saskatoon's Paddock Wood. A very smooth drinking

Porter

porter, with a moderate bitterness and notes of chocolate,

is said to have been popular with

roasted malts, coffee. Foamy head, creamy body, dryish

transportation workers in Central London,

palate, long finish.

hence the name. Originally a blend of three

Flying Dog Brewing are out ofDenver and make the

different styles from the 1700s: an old ale

excellent Road Dog Porter (6%). Rich and malty, hints

(stale or sour), a new ale (brown or pale ale)

of chocolate and licorice, deep dark ruby red hue, lacy head

and a weak one (mild ale). The end result was
commonly called 'Entire Butt' or 'Three
Threads', and had a pleasing and thirst
quenching taste. It was the first truly
engineered brew, catering to the public's taste.
It reached its peak around 1800, then slowly
declined, largely disappearing between the
two World Wars. In the late 1970s, the
Campaign for Real Ale and the advent of wide
spread micro & home brewing saw a
resurgence of traditional styles and the rebirth
of Porter.

with a floral nose and moderate bitterness.
Next, Samuel Smith's Taddy Porter (5%) Dark
brown to black, a tan foam, slight burnt nose with an
inviting sweetness. Rich and malty, long dry finish, with a
residual smoky sweetness and some oakiness.
Then came Okocim Porter (8.3%) from Poland. A
bigger, more robust porter, noble aroma, distinct creamy
head, a deep dark glistening brown, full bodied and
complex, roasted malts layered with coffee, nuts and toffee.
Up last was Okanagan Spring's Old English

Porter (8.5%) - A thick, black beer with complex roasty,
nutty, sweet flavour that packs a punch. Unique and richly
satisfYing, it is a surprising, but impressive big brew. Nice
end to the Porter Tasting.
We next got into Kevin Hanson's Irish Stout on
tap, and the rest ofthe Competition brews before retiring
back up front to the bar. A very good night.
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Not knowing what breweries there were, we started
by stringing major Canadian destinations together
based upon how much we thought we could drive in a
day. From Calgary we decided to make stops in
Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg, Thunder Bay,
Sudbury, Toronto, Niagara, Ottawa, Montreal,

Mixing the Ingredients

Quebec City, Fredericton, Moncton, Halifax,
Charlottetown, and St. John's - then looping back and

Let us introduce ourselves. Our names are
Jason, Jamie and Joy - and we work together. In the

visiting some British Columbia destinations as time
permitted.

Fall, Winter and Spring we get up early, go to work,
return home, tired from work, and then get up and do

Part 1:

it allover again. Most Fridays we convene to have a
weekly debriefing at one of our local watering holes. It
was at one of these highly professional meetings
where we decided to make our hobby our job. Let us
explain....
While sitting around the Wild Rose Brewery
in Calgary, AB on a Friday early Spring evening we
started to ponder the possibilities of turning beer into

The Far East
Newfoundland Beer
by
Jamie Burla

work. Wondering what the 'beer market' might look
like we decided some further research was in order.
The decision to research beer was hardly a stretch as it
was already our agreed upon beverage of choice.
Further, with each successive pint we all
became inspired by the success the Wild Rose
Brewery was having with their new Tap Room and
wondered if there were other places like it in Canada.
On top of that, the Wild Rose is producing some high

Traveling to one of the four comers of the

quality & highly satisfying beers and we began to

world, and that is no easy feat, brings you to the great

hope that there was a world of these beers available in

province of Newfoundland and Labrador. A flight

the other provinces of Canada. We spent our initial

from Halifax brought me into St. John's and if you

moments dreaming of the Quebec equivalent of the

have a "must see" destination in Canada, this is it.

Velvet Fog, of Nova Scotia's version of the Industrial
Pale Ale. The mere possibility left us all giddy with
anticipation. In retrospect, it's easy for us to see that
we were more than slightly naive about the complexity
of the beer industry and the variety of beer that our
great country has to offer.
Six pints into the night we managed to
produce a road atlas and we started to plot a trip.

Walking through downtown St. John's is, as
you would expect, you find small shops, fiddle music
and the ocean - picture Calgary but with water at your
back door. Going across the city places you in the
community of Quidi Vidi and through the winding
streets of brightly coloured houses you stumble upon

Quidi Vidi Brewery.

cream taste. The 1892 is a traditional ale that
commemorates a devastating fire that swept through St.
John's. My favourite, this ale starts out sweet and finishes
slightly hoppy. Quidi Vidi also produces a Honey

Brown, a Honey Brown Light and a new Iceberg
Beer that, unfortunately, was not ready this past summer
for tasting.
Distributing out ofNewfoundland is expensive,
but they are slowly getting there. You can find most
Having been in operation since 1996,

brands all around the province and the locals love it. I

Quidi Vidi now produces six varieties with a

picked up a case of Eric's Red at a gas station in St.

nationally launched beer on the way. The

John's and the clerk told me that I hadjust purchased "the

difficulties surrounding beer in Newfoundland is

best beer out here".

that the market is controlled by brewing giants, but
they are making quite the dent. In Newfoundland,

There you go.

most beer is sold out of comer stores and gas
stations, and many of these are proud to support

Watch out for these beers; with the launch of

the local boys. You can also find most of their

their Iceberg Beer, Quidi Vidi will be available across

brands on tap at restaurants from St. John's

the country.

through Gros Morne.

Jamie Burla

Quidi Vidi's best sellers are QV and QV

Light; these lagers definitely appeal to the masses
and, in my opinion, are very drinkable beers. My two
favourites, however, include 1892 and Eric's Red

Cream Ale. Eric's Red is brewed to commemorate
LeifEricson's voyage to North America and
symbolizes Newfoundland's great Viking heritage.
The beer has a bright amber colour and a smooth

Next month, Jamie, Joy and Jason continue
their road trip searching out great beers
throughout the Maritimes.

STEPPING UP YOUR.

SANITIZATION
by Darren Bender

It doesn't matter if you make beer from kits, extract or

grain, a fundamental teclmique for brewing good beer is proper

brewery, use a mild detergent on them (e.g., liquid dish
soap). Another cheap alternative is unscented dishwasher

sanitization. Fortunately, there are some great tried-and-true

detergent. These powerful detergents often activate oxygen

methods for cleaning and sanitizing your equipment, plus some

and/or enzymes in them to easily dissolve away the grime on

fantastic new productsthat have emerged in recent years to

your gear without having to scrub. Use dishwasher detergent

make your sanitizing tasks even easier. In this article I will

with caution on aluminum equipment, as well. You also need

review some of the best ways to properly sanitize the equipment

to rinse really well after using OxyClean, and especially,

in your home brewery.

dishwasher detergent with lots ofhot water (2-3 rinses is the

Every brewer should already understand the need for

minimum).

cleaning and sanitizing their equipment: you want to eliminate
the possibility of infecting your beer with bacteria, wild yeasts,
or other nasties that will potentially ruin your beer. Good
sanitation starts with clean equipment - it is impossible to
sanitize an item that is not clean. Most sanitizers have weak or
no cleaning power to remove the traces of old beer, dirt and
grime that inevitably gets into every nook and cranny of your
equipment. Generally, it is a good practice to clean all your
equipment thoroughly after using it (e.g., at the end of your
brew day) and then store it clean. When it comes time to use it
again, simply sanitize each piece of equipment immediately
before it is used.

Cleaners

PBW
If you have some particularly stubborn grime or stains to
remove, or you need a clean-in-place solution (e.g., for
cleaning out your keg lines or in hard-to-reach places such as
the insides of a plate chiller), a fantastic commercial product is
PBW (stands for Powdered Brewery Wash) by Five-Star
Chemicals. This is another percarbonate based cleaner that is
sometimes used in commercial breweries. It is more powerful
than OxyClean, but works in a reasonably similar way. It is
also considerably more expensive, so you might want to try a
small amount of this product and keep it on-hand for only

Household cleaning solutions

There are lots of effective cleaners out there, but my

those really stubborn cleaning tasks.

Diversol (aka Sparkle-Brite or 'that pink stuff)

two favourites are OxyClean and unscented dishwasher

A product that has gained a lot of popularity in Canada

detergent. OxyClean is a fantastic cleaner that uses active

recently is Diversol, which also goes by the name

oxygen and a mild alkali to dissolve away grime and crud on

Sparkle-Brite. This product is packaged as a conspicuously

your equipment. A 15 - 60 min soak will generally be enough

pink powder that you mix with hot water. Essentially, this is a

to get rid of all but the worst crud on your brewing equipment.

chlorinated version of an old cleaning product called TSP,

A word of caution: this stuff eats aluminum, so if you have an

which was popular for home cleaning. Diversol is chlorinated

aluminum pot or other equipment in your

to enhance the cleaning power, and the free chlorine also
makes it suitable as sanitizer. A pink dye is added as an
indicator - if the pink colour fades away, you know the
solution has lost its sanitizing power. Thus, this product can
be used as an effective one-step cleaner and sanitizer.
This is a fairly popular product for cleaning and

stronger than it needs to be (e.g., in many popular
homebrewing books they recommend using 1 tablespoon of
bleach per one gallon ofwater, not five gallons, which is an
unnecessary amount). Bleach will also pit glass or stainless
steel so it is not advisable to soak things like glass carboys or
stainless steel kegs in beach for extended periods oftime.

sanitizing by both homebrewers and winemakers, probably
because you can perform your cleaning and sanitizing in one
step. However, the solution requires a fairly long contact time
(at least 20 minutes) to be effective. I don't use it any more
because it is said to be very hard on the environment.

Heat
Although not a chemical, heat is another household sanitizer
that is both cheap and available to anyone. I won't discuss it
much, but heat is an effective sanitizer both dry and wet, but
only for equipment that doesn't melt at high temperatures

Sanitizers Bleach
There are a large number of old and new sanitizers

(obviously). Boiling water is a common method, and a 10
minutes soak in boiling water will kill all live bacteria and

available to homebrewers. An old but familiar sanitizer is

yeast. However, wild yeast spores require a higher temperature

household bleach. Chlorine bleach is a very effective sanitizer,

to be killed, so boiling won't effectively kill them. One

and it has the advantage of being widely available and very

solution is to use your oven to sanitize - dry heat at 350 F (177

inexpensive. Mixed at a ratio of one ounce per five gallons

C) for 30 minutes will kill anything. Alternatively, one could

(about 1.6 ml per litre), chlorine bleach will kill even the

use a pressure cooker or autoclave to boil water at 250 F (121

nastiest of bugs with a 5 minute soak. Charlie Talley, a
founding chemist of Five Star Chemicals, provides some great
advice on using household bleach as a sanitizer. First, only use
unscented, no-name brand bleach because it is unlikely to have
the laundry additives that are included in the brand-name

C) for 20 minutes for a similar effect. Some dishwashers claim
to have a heat sanitizing cycle, but they typically only get up to
around 180 - 190 F (82 - 88 C) which will kill most but not all
organisms, and not spores.

bleaches. These additives may reduce the sanitizing power of

Oxy-San, Oxy-Brite, One-Step

the bleach and may leave a persistent sent or off-flavour on

There are a number of related products that all use active

your equipment. Second, adding a small amount of vinegar to

oxygen to clean and sanitize your brewing equipment. Each has

your water will lower the pH and make the chlorine a more

slightly different active ingredients, and some are better

effective killing agent. If you follow this advice, do so with

sanitizers than others. Oxy-San is becoming widely available

caution! The correct procedure is to add one ounce ofvinegar

in Canada and is considered a 'no-rinse' sanitizer, which is

to five gallons ofwater and mix it thoroughly to lower the pH

very convenient. Oxy-San and other no-rinse sanitizers leave

ofthe water. Rinse any residual vinegar offyour measuring

only trace amounts of chemicals that are either neutral or

spoon, then add one tablespoon ofchlorine bleach to the 5

possibly even friendly to yeast in your beer. They will also

gallons oftreated water and mix well. Never mix bleach and
vinegar directly because it will create poisonous chlorine gas.

Bleach sometimes gets a bad name in brewing circles because,

leave no off-flavours in your beer if the product is prepared
according to the manufacturer's directions

Iodophor

if you fail to rinse it properly, chlorine residue will react with

Various manufacturers produce iodophor sanitizers, and all

phenols in your wort to create chlorophenols, which may

derive their killing power from iodine. If used according to the

produce medicinal or 'band-aid' off-flavours in your finished

manufacturers directions, iodophor is a tasteless, no-rinse

beer, even at very low concentrations. So two critical pieces of

sanitizer. For this reason, it has become one of the most

advice are: (1) after using bleach, rinse your equipment

popular sanitizers used by both homebrewers and commercial

multiple times, and (2) don't make your bleach solution

breweries, as well as the food and dairy industry.

As far as commercial sanitizers go, it is one of the least

according to the manufacturer, it will degrade into nutrients that

expensive products you can buy, and it is widely available (Tom

can benefit the growth of your yeast! A handy saying to

keeps it in stock at The Vineyard, if anyone is interested). One

remember when using Star San is "Don't fear the foam!"

minor criticism of iodophor is that it will stain plastic
equipment, but otherwise it is very safe to use on all your

Far and away, Star San has become my favourite sanitizer, and

brewing equipment including all metals.

I honestly don't think I could brew without it anymore. I am
dumfounded that it is not more popular in Canada. I actually

Star San

mentioned this to Tom at The Vineyard, and he didn't think it

A fabulous new sanitizer product that is quickly becoming a

was widely distributed. He was going to check on that for us

homebrewer's favourite is Star San, which is produced by Five

and see if he could bring it in to his store. I hope so, because

Star Chemicals in Colorado. It has been commercially available

anyone that I know who has tried this product absolutely loves

for a number of years in the USA, but for whatever reason, it is

it.

still not widely available in Canada. However, it is far and
away one of the best sanitizers out there for homebrewing and

Summary

wine-making. Star San is a tasteless, odourless, no-rinse,

There are lots of choices for cleaning and sanitizing your

food-safe sanitizer that derives its killing power from low pH

brewing equipment, and all of the products mentioned in this

(i.e., acidity). When added to water, it forms a solution at a pH

article are proven to work. Sanitizing is a critical step in

of about 3 or less. At that pH, it is lethal to any bacteria, yeast

brewing beer, and one should resist taking short-cuts or taking

or other nasty that it comes into contact with. What is great

their methods for granted. In fact, it is a good idea to switch-up

about Star San is that it requires only about 30 seconds of

your sanitizing techniques every now and then to keep the

contact time to be lethal - the lowest of any of the sanitizers in

nasties 'on their toes' so to speak. It is possible that some

this article. That means you can actually put Star San solution

organisms can develop resistances to certain methods (e.g., pH

in a spray bottle and 'spritz' your equipment (like the mouths of

sanitizers) over time, so mixing up your routine can help

carboys or the ends of racking tubes) to sanitize it. A full soak

prevent this.

is still the preferred method, but the spray bottle of Star San
comes in very hand for things that are difficult to soak. Star San

A final summary of these choices appears on our website in

is more expensive than Iodophor, but it will not degrade as

tabular format for quick reference. Sources for further research

quickly over time. In fact, if you make up Star San with pH

are also provided below.

neutral water (i.e. distilled or reverse osmosis water), it will last

Darren Bender

almost indefinitely. You can easily check its effectiveness if
you have pH strips or a pH meter in your brewery - at a pH of
about 3 or less, the solution is lethal. Star San also becomes

Sources:

exceptionally economical when you reuse it. Unlike other

Palmer, John. 2006. How to Brew, 2nd Edition. Brewers

sanitizers, you can make up a bucket of Star San solution and

Publications, Boulder, CO. (Chapters 2 and 21).

repeatedly soak clean equipment in it over and over each time

Bader, Steve. 2003. Beer Minus Bacteria! Brew Your Own

you brew. Provided that the pH stays at 3 or below, it remains

Magazine volume 9 issue 1 (March), pages 36 - 40.

a quick and effective sanitizer.

One criticism of Star San is that it contains a mild detergent that

Basic Brewing Radio. March 29th, 2007 radio podcast:
Interview with Charlie Talley of Five Star Chemicals.

foams up a lot. Some brewers are very reluctant to let that foam
get into their beer. However, the foaming action is a deliberate
feature of Star San that allows the sanitizer to penetrate and
stick to ever nook and cranny or hard-to-reach crevice of your
equipment. If the foam gets into your fermenter, it actually
breaks down during the initial stages of fermentation and will
not harm your yeast. In fact,

DISCUSS THIS ARTICLE!
Do you have questions or comments about this article?
Do you have a favourite cleaner or sanitizer not
mentioned?
Visit our website and discuss this article in our online
forums by clicking here.

by Clare Stanfield
While pouring myself a delicious little taster of Tree
Brewing's Spy Porter at our last meeting, I recalled a
fantastic short rib recipe I've made many times using that
particular brew.
To give credit where credit is most certainly due, I
did not create this dish, Chef Alex Svenne did. He's the
owner of Bistro 71ft in Winnipeg and he writes occasionally
for Flavours magazine. A couple of years ago, I picked up a

Directions
Dry rub: Combine all the spices and mix well. Toss ribs in
spices, cover and refrigerate overnight. (See? The first day's
work isn't so bad!)
Ribs: Preheat oven to 275 F. Heat the oil in a heavy skillet
over medium heat. Brown the ribs in the oil, making sure to
brown on all sides. Do this in small batches, don't crowd the
ribs in the pan, and be careful not to bum them. Transfer
browned ribs to a lidded baking dish.

copy where Svenne had written an article about braising, and
Add the diced onions to the skillet and saute until

this was one of the recipes he included there.

golden. Add beer and reduce by half. Add the tomato paste
Of course, Chef Svenne is from Winnipeg and he
recommends Fort Garry Dark for this recipe. My local shop
didn't stock it, so I used the Spy Porter. I've also used
Newcastle Brown. As long as it's dark, you'll be fine.
Now, plan carefully because this dish is made over
three days. I know! I thought the same thing!! All I can tell
you is that it's worth it to take the time. I usually start it on a
Friday and eat it on Sunday. Here you go ...

and stock and bring to a boil. Pour over ribs, cover the baking
dish, put it in the oven and bake for 3 to 4 hours, or until the
meat is very tender. Remove from oven and let cool;
refrigerate overnight.
Remove the solidified fat from the braising liquid.
Remove ribs from the dish and transfer the liquid to a
saucepan set over medium-high heat. Bring to a boil and
reduce until thickened. Return ribs to sauce and heat
thoroughly.
Serve with mashed potatoes, polenta or noodles and

Beef Short Ribs with Dark Ale and Onions

a dark green vegetable. Serves 4.

Dry rub
Y4 cup (60 mL) chili powder

Notes from the trenches

1 tsp (5 mL) mustard powder

You never really know a recipe until you live it.

pinch of chilies (to taste)

Making these ribs, I picked up a few things that may be of

1 tbsp (15 mL) salt

help if you decide to try it.

1 tbsp (15 mL) brown sugar
1 tbsp (15 mL) minced garlic

1.

Twelve ribs is a lot. I buy my ribs at the new Co-op

on 11th avenue and they are HUGE! Six of them completely

Ribs

fill my big braising pot and I can easily feed three adults on

12 meaty short ribs

them. I still make the full quantity of dry rub, but I halve

2 tbsp (30 mL) canola oil

everything else ... although sometimes I forget and put the

2 large onions, diced

whole beer in!

1 dark beer (341 mL)

2.

1 tbsp (15 mL) tomato paste

rub as directed. I coat each one individually before putting it

2 cups (500 mL) beef or chicken stock

in a big bowl ready for the fridge.

Short ribs fall apart easily, so I don't toss them in the

Wild Rose Barley Wine

(9.3%)

WR Barley Wine was quietly released in the Taproom on
the day of the last lunar eclipse - to no fanfare, and only a
few regulars on hand. The first keg of 500 liters recently
filtered was made available at the Brewery only. The
remaining filtered beer will be bottled in 500 ml swing-top

3.

Watch the heat when browning. Much depends on the

skillet, I think. I first used a good quality copper-bottomed
stainless steel skillet, but found that, after the first batch, the ribs

bottles, while the remaining estimated 850 liters of unfiltered
Barley Wine will be aged for another year - to be released
next winter.

burned quite quickly on medium heat. I now use a good quality,

Served in a Belgian style tulip glass, with two fingers of

heavy Teflon pan. I still have to watch the heat, but it's much

foam, this WR brew is one of the best they have ever made.

better.

Served too cold, this full bodied ruby-dark amber brew is
perfectly balanced with a light malt sweetness that carries

4.

Don't cave! It's hard to resist eating these ribs when

with it hints of raisins, plums and currants in a wonderfully

they first come out of the oven, the smell is just amazing! But

wide palate and aroma that grows seductively more complex

it's worth sticking them in the fridge overnight to let the

as the beer warms up and the heavy body coats the mouth

flavours mellow, and the fat rise and solidify. Short ribs are

with a rich bounty of flavour.

enormously fatty and this is the best way to get most of it off
and ensure a really rich, thick sauce.

There is a mass of hops underpinning the malty architecture
and lower carbonation allows for a lovely foamy head that
laces delicately after each sip and a steady course for the

5.

When reducing the sauce, I go in with a fork and mash

flavour profile, maintaining a warming overall mouthfeel with

up any onion bits that remain whole. It gives the sauce a thicker

the strength of this brew surprisingly hidden just below the

consistency. Occasionally, I find that the sauce reduces, but

surface. This Barley Wine exudes confidence and character,

doesn't thicken. Don't know why that is - anyone? - but it still

amazingly smooth with just a hint of bitterness climaxing in a

tastes great.

long, dry finish - this is one, big, wonderful brew.
Serving suggestion: Order one with your first pint and let it

6.

The recipe seems to suggest that to reheat the ribs, you

warm up.

put them into the saucepan with the reduced sauce. But what I
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usually do is, once I've reduced the sauce, I put everything back
in the cleaned baking dish, cover it and put it into a low oven
(250 F) until everything's hot again. It seems to work without
making the meat tough. One day, I'll try doing it Svenne's way
- it's probably better!
If you're not daunted by the thought of long cooking
times, check out Chef Svenne's blog at

OUR HEAD BREWER
MONITORED EVERY
STAGE OF ITS
DEVELOPMENT.

http://www.alexanderskitchen.com/blog.html.
Click "April" in the blog archive and you'll find his recipe for
Berkshire pork entitled: 36 Hour (or so) Pork Shoulder. It's a
recipe for pulled pork including a homemade BBQ sauce made
with Fort Garry Dark.
One day, I'll find the courage to try this one!

Clare Stanfield

--WILD ROSE BARLEY WINE LAUNCH

Belgian Strong ~ First Place ~ St. Fezztus Abbey Ale ~ by Michael Nazarec
Grain Bill:

8 lb Pale, 1 lb Wheat, 1 lb Light Munich, 1 lb Dark Munich, 4 oz Special B

Water Treatment:

add Yz tea spoon Lactic Acid to the Mash Water and Yz tea spoon Lactic Acid to the

Sparge Water.
Mash at 150 F for 60 min, Sparge and collect 20 liters at 1050
Add:

1 Yz lb Dark Candi Sugar + 1 lb Amber Dry Malt Extract.

Hops: Boil 1 oz Chinook pellets (12% alpha) for 60 mins, Yz oz Liberty pellets(4.5%) for 15 mins, plus

1 tsp Irish Moss for 15 mins.
Boil for 60 mins and top up to collect 19 liters.
Ferment with Wyeast 3787 Trappist at 64 F. Original Gravity = 1066, Final Gravity = 1012, ABV = 7.2%
Priming: 1 cup Dry Malt Extract
Packaging: 341 ml. glass bottles.

§pice Beer ~ Second Place &
Grain Bill:

Club Favourite ~ Harvest Ale ~ by Waseem Chaudhary

8 lb 2-Row, 3 lb Munich, 6 oz Special B

Mash at 151 F for 60 mins, 160 F for 10 mins.
Hops: Boil 1/2 oz Northern Brewer Pellets (7.1 %) for 60 mins.
Special Ingredients: Boil 1 tsp Cinnamon & 1 tsp Nutmeg for 60 mins; 1 tsp Cinnamon, 3/4 tsp Ginger, 1/2 tsp

All Spice, 1/2 tsp Nutmeg & 1/8 tsp Cloves for 10 mins.
Boil for 60 mins.
Ferment with Wyeast 1272 American Ale II. Original Gravity =1056, Final Gravity = 1013, ABV = 5.7%
Priming:

3/4 cup Priming Sugar

Packaging: 341 ml glass bottles.

American I.P.A ~ Third Place ~ Hopstone Home IPA ~ by Tom Hopkins
Extract:

15 liter Brewhouse no Boil Kit

Hops:

Dry Hop with 2 oz. Cascade Pellets (5.8%), no finnings

Ferment with Wyeast 1056 American Ale. Original Gravity = 1058, Final Gravity = 1012, ABV = 6.1 %
Priming: 4 oz. Com Sugar
Packaging: 341 ml glass bottles.
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"No wonder this beer has a nutty taste,
there's a peanut in the bottom. 1I
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